
Scenario 1：Preset Timing

Conditional Orders – Let our AlgoTrader
monitor the market for you
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eBroker offers various types of conditional orders which can help your investors to monitor the 

stock market actively and place orders at the desired moment electronically. Just give your 

orders to our AlgoTrader to have your job done at the desired timing!

Time condition: Time to Send

You can specify the order details and the exact 

time for the order to be sent out to market

Time Condition: Good till cancel

Your order can be kept in the market for 90 days 

(can be predefined) until cancelled  or fully filled

Scenario 2：Stop Loss or Lock in Profit 
based on your Market View

Condition：Stop Limit Orders

Place an order with a stop price and a

limit price. Once the stop price is reached,

the order will be activated to the market

to either lock in a profit or stop loss at a

preset level depending market direction.
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For more information, please send email to marketing@ebrokernet.com

http://www.ebrokersystems.com

Scenario 3：Stop Loss or Lock in Profit in a 
volatile market

Condition：Bull and Bear

You want to do day trade but the market 

is so volatile. How about setting a combo 

order – once you have bought the shares 

at a preset price, the loss will be stopped 

if the market goes down or lock in profit 

if the market goes up?

Scenario 4：Strategic Orders

Looking to set more sophisticated

strategies or write your own strategies?

How about using our One activate others

orders (OAO) or One Cancel others

orders (OCO) or a combination of both?

You can use this for pair trading on highly

correlated stock or ETF, or for same stock.

Get more info on our AlgoTrader program 

which allows you to write your own 

strategies using market data parameters 

such as SAR.

 A Bull and Bear Combo consists of a buy

limit order and two sell stop limit orders.

 The sell order will only be activated once

the buy order has been fully filled. (OAO)

 The two sell stop limit orders are

conditional One cancel other （OCO）

orders. Either one will be activated to be

sent out to market when conditions are

reached and the other one will be

cancelled when the one has been fully

filled.

Just sit back and let our AlgoTrader do the job for you!


